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The words of a particular sentence all contain the same bigram.  
The bigrams are made respectively of A, E, I, O and U, plus another letter – starting with N.

**AN   EN   IN   ON   UN**

ORANG UTANGS CAN MANAGE FANTASTIC ANTICS, HANGING, STANDING AND BALANCING ANYWHERE

BEN MENDED DENNIS’ BROKEN WOODEN FENCE ENCLOSING SEVEN DOZEN CONTENTED CHICKENS

IN LINCOLNS INN KEVIN, GRINNING INSANELY, INDULGED IN DRINKING NINE PINTS WITHIN MINUTES!

ON MONDAY, SIMON’S SECOND SON LEON ONLY AUCTIONED ONE UNCOMMON AMMONITE

JUNE’S HUNGRY AUNT FOUND CRUNCHY BUNS UNDERNEATH CHUNKY PRUNES

The letters of the above bigrams are reversed:

**NA   NE   NI   NO   NU**

NATTY CANADIAN TEENAGER NAMED JONATHAN NASH IMPERSONATED NAPOLEAN BONAPARTE

WEDNESDAY’S NEW WINNER, JANET, NEVER LOANED SPINELESS KENNETH MONEY

RONNIE KNIGHT, DEFINITIVE CORNISH NIGHTINGALE ORNITHOLOGIST, VANISHED SINISTERLY

SNOOZING, NORMAN’S ANNOYINGLY NOISY MONOTONOUS SNORING, DENOTED ADENOIDAL ABNORMALITY

NURSE KEANU NUGENT RENUMBERED EMANUEL McMANUS’ MANUSCRIPT
AT   ET    IT   OT    UT

PAT’S FATHER, JONATHAN, SAT IMPATIENTLY AT GATESHEAD STATION

SHETLAND’S BARONET GARETH FLETCHER UPSET HARRIET’S PET CHEETAH!

KEITH’S AMBITIOUS ITALIAN EXPEDITION EXCITED SOLICITOR MITCH SMITH

DERMOT’S MOTHER PROMOTED SCOTCH BROTH SMOTHERING HOT POTATOES

UTTERLY BEAUTIFUL AUTUMN BUTTERFLIES FLUTTERED OUTSIDE SOUTHPORT’S COMPUTER INSTITUTE

The letters of the above bigrams are reversed:

TA   TE   TI   TO   TU

GRETA’S UNFORGETTABLE GUITAR RECITAL CERTAINLY ENTERTAINED STAN

INTERNATIONAL TENNIS CONTESTANT, TEDDY, INTERRUPEP SISTER KATE’S AFTERNOON TEA

ARTICULATING EMOTIONALLY, CHRISTINE CRITICISED JUSTIN’S GENETICS ARTICLE

TO ANTON’S ASTONISHMENT, TOBY TOOK TOMMY’S MOTOR TO BRIGHTON

STUART, ADVENTUROUS STUDENT TURNED TUTOR, ACTUALLY STUDIED TUTANKHAMOUN

AR   ER   IR   OR   UR

MARTIN’S LARGE WARM APARTMENT NEAR CANARY WHARF CHARMED CAROLINE

SEVERAL UNDERWEAR LAYERS LATER, EVEREST CLIMBER RUPERT OVERCAME VERY SEVERE WINTER WEATHER

BIRMINGHAM CIRCUS’S PIROUETTIST MOIRA ADMIRED KIRK SINCLAIR’S THIRTIETH BIRTHDAY ATTIRE

SENIOR DOCTOR GREGORY RECORDS JUNIOR DOCTOR NORMA’S ORTHOPAEDIC WORK THOROUGHLY

MURIEL REASSURINLY NURSED KURT’S HURTFUL BURN INJURY DURING SATURDAY
The letters of the above bigrams are reversed:

RA RE RI RO RU

LITERATURE GRADUATE LAURA’S CARAVAN TRAILER CRASHED, TRAGICALLY

BRENDA GREEN’S THREE CHILDREN WORE RED BERETS

PARISIAN CLARINETIST ADRIAN MARRIED NOTORIOUS BRIGHTON ARISTOCRAT HARRIET

CAROLINE FROBISHER’S EXTROVERT BROTHER, PROFESSOR RONALD CROWTHER, BORROWED FROGS FROM RONNIE CAMERON

DRUNK, RUPERT, GRUMBLING TRUCULENTLY, CRUNCHED GERTRUDE’S SCRUMPTIOUS STRUDEL

AL EL IL OL UL

ALERT ARSENAL FOOTBALLERS, ESPECIALLY TALL INFALLIBLE WALTER, TOTALLED SEVERAL GOALS

ELEVEN DELIGHTED SHEFFIELD RELATIVES HELPED ELISABETH CELEBRATE MICHAELMAS

WHILE HILDA’S CHILD SMILED BEGUILINGLY, JILL’S SPOILT CHILDREN PILFERED PENCILS

WOOLWICH POLICE COLLECTED STOLEN ROLEXES, GAOLING HAROLD OLIVIER

PAULINE’S TRULY SPECTACULAR ULTRAMARINE DULUX EMULSION EMULATED JULIA’S CHEERFUL SCULLERY

The letters of the above bigrams are reversed:

LA LE LI LO LU

GLAMOROUS LADY STELLA’S VANILLA FLAVOURED BLANCMANGE COLLAPSED!

HANDLER GLEN FLETCHER LED, FILEWISE, ELEVEN JUNGLE ELEPHANTS

ELISABETH ALLISON, LIMERICK SPECIALIST, RELISHED STYLISH LINER HOLIDAYS

GLORIA FOLLOWED FELLOW LONDON LODGER BELLLOWING ‘CARLOS’

LUNATIC LUKE’S HALLUCINATIONS INCLUDED LURID ILLUSTRATIONS PLUS LUMINOUS COLUMBINES!
DONCASTER BASED, JASON’S CHRISTMAS ROAST PHEASANT FEAST TASTED SMASHING

COLCHESTER RESIDENT, NURSE JESSICA, ARRANGED ESPECIALLY IMPRESSIVE HARVEST FESTIVALS

BARRISTER FRANCIS CHISHOLM’S IRISH SISTER, MISS PRISCILLA, VISITED PARIS

JOSEPHINE’S BOSS, OSCAR, PURPOSEFULLY CHOSE THOSE MOST HOSTILE CROSSWORDS

USUALLY, HUSBAND RUSSELL EXCUSED SUSANNA’S IMPETUOUS MALICIOUS JEALOUSY

The letters of the above bigrams are reversed:

SATISFIED, SALLY SAT SAMPLING SANDRA’S SAVOURY SALMON SANDWICHES

MUSEUM SECRETARY, LOUISE, AMUSED HERSELF RAISING SEVEN TORTOISES

SIMON’S COUSIN, MISSISSIPPI RESIDENT ELsie, COMMISSIONED TELEVISION MUSICALS

SOMETIMES SOLOMON, ALISON’S SON, SOLD GRUSOME SOGGY SEASONED RISSOLES

SUSAN, SURNAME SULLIVAN, CASUALTY’S CONSULTANT SURGEON, SUSTAINED SUITABLY REASSURING RESULTS